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If the world fell apart overnight, what would you do to protect your family? When a horrific natural disaster
causes the collapse of civilisation and strands Cody Ryan deep inside the Arctic Circle, he is forced to
embark upon an impossible journey. Thousands of miles from home in a brutal new world where only the
strongest will survive, Cody and his companions must conquer seemingly insurmountable odds in a search
for their loved ones, the limits of their own humanity and the rumoured last refuge of mankind… Eden.
REVIEW
Praise for Dean Crawford:
"The fossilized remains of a 7,000-year-old creature dug from the sands of the Negev Desert in Israel
become the bones of contention in Dean Crawford's fast-paced debut thriller... The book neatly threads
together a wild variety of plotlines." - Wall Street Journal
“… cleverly introduced premise… assured pacing and plotting…” - Publishers Weekly
“The action is frenetic, in the vein of Matthew Reilly’s Scarecrow series. Crawford is an able storyteller who
smoothly orchestrates the plot’s twists and turns… ” – Kirkus Reviews
“… brilliant high-concept, high-octane thriller….” - The Guardian
"A fast-paced and entertaining yarn." - Melbourne Age
"Partly mythical read, part thriller this pacy tale is a page turner guaranteed to keep you up late." - The
Sun
"Get the cameras rolling—Indiana Jones meets Alien. What a combination of mystery, suspense, and
unspeakable horror. I loved it!" - R.L. Stine
“This is an amazingly good, intelligently told novel by an exciting new British author.” - Eurocrime
"Earth-shattering intrigue, hyperdrive action and a desperate race to save humanity, cranked up to the max
with scarily realistic science and apocalyptic religion thrown in for good measure . . . a major new talent
has hit the mystery thriller scene!" - Scott Mariani
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dean Crawford began writing after his dream of becoming a fighter pilot in the Royal Air Force was
curtailed when he failed their stringent sight tests. His Ethan Warner series of high-concept novels have
regularly featured on the Sunday Times paperback bestseller list and have sold all over the world. A full-time
author, he lives with his partner and daughter in Surrey.
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From reader reviews:
Thomas Britton:
The book EDEN gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You may use to make your capable
far more increase. Book can for being your best friend when you getting pressure or having big problem
along with your subject. If you can make reading a book EDEN to become your habit, you can get more
advantages, like add your capable, increase your knowledge about a few or all subjects. You could know
everything if you like start and read a reserve EDEN. Kinds of book are a lot of. It means that, science guide
or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this guide?

David Colon:
Book is to be different for each and every grade. Book for children right up until adult are different content.
To be sure that book is very important for us. The book EDEN seemed to be making you to know about
other knowledge and of course you can take more information. It is quite advantages for you. The
publication EDEN is not only giving you far more new information but also to be your friend when you
sense bored. You can spend your own spend time to read your publication. Try to make relationship with the
book EDEN. You never feel lose out for everything if you read some books.

Lea Wheeler:
The actual book EDEN will bring someone to the new experience of reading the book. The author style to
spell out the idea is very unique. When you try to find new book to see, this book very suited to you. The
book EDEN is much recommended to you to study. You can also get the e-book through the official web
site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Marvin Boyer:
Spent a free time for you to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their
family, or their very own friends. Usually they performing activity like watching television, about to beach,
or picnic inside the park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Would you like to
something different to fill your own personal free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book might be option to
fill your cost-free time/ holiday. The first thing you ask may be what kinds of publication that you should
read. If you want to consider look for book, may be the e-book untitled EDEN can be great book to read.
May be it is usually best activity to you.
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